


The Effectiveness Formula was created to help 
you spend less time preparing to be productive 
and spend more time actually getting your ideas 

done!

by Byron Davis 
founder of the 



Decisive Living comes down to your daily 
workflow.  How well do you process the 
information and data that comes into your life? 

BIG CHALLENGE:  Indecisiveness! Effective 
people are not perfect people; but they are 
decisive people.  Get comfortable with making 
quick and meaningful choices throughout your 
day 

Key Idea:  Busy does not equal Effective.

To live decisively means knowing how to line up your beliefs and behaviors around what matters 
most and what works best in your life.   

Ritual #1:  Play the Decisive Living Game!

Keystone habit:  There are really only 4 kinds of decisions you can make.   
Do it,  
Delegate it,  
Defer it,  
Delete it.   
 
Every time you have to make a choice or process data YOU HAVE 15 SECONDS to choose which of 
the 4 decisions you will make.  Practicing this simple ritual will force you to create a structured 
workflow that will allow you to effectively accomplish more throughout the week.



The key to overriding overwhelm is getting things 
out of your mind and into your workflow. 

BIG CHALLENGE:  Limited Cognitive Load.  We 
only have “so much” mental processing power on 
a daily basis.  The less you have to think about, 
the more energy you have to make impactful 
decisions and get things done! 

Key Idea:  “If it’s on your mind, it’s not getting 
done!”  Davis Allen, author of Getting Things Done

Keep a ubiquitous capturing device (UCD: i.e. note page, smartphone) and designate part of it as 
your “catch all” central inbox.    

Ritual #2:  Data Dumping!

Keystone habit:  Take everything that is currently on your mind and dump it into your UCD.  Get 
everything out of your head and into your inbox.  From there, play the Decisive Living Game and 
move everything from your inbox into your workflow (Do it, delegate it, defer it, or delete it).   
 
Once you initially do this, make data dumping a crucial part of your daily workflow.  As stuff comes in 
(emails, phone messages, ideas, etc.) immediately put it into your central “inbox.”  Then run through 
your decisive living protocol.  Note: sometimes you only have time to put things in your inbox.  At the 
very least, always do that.  Then at 12 noon, and at the end of the day run through your decisive 
living protocol.



Streamlining your life is all about eliminating the 
things (including relationships) that steal your 
energy or no longer serve you well and then 
optimize those things that add to your life in a 
positive way. 

BIG CHALLENGE:  Not implementing the 80/20 
rule into the 5 areas of your life. 

Key Idea: Learn to identify what’s working and 
what is not working in your life so you can either 
eliminate it or optimize it.

“In character, in manner, in style, in all things, the supreme excellence is simplicity.”  Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow 

I truly believe simplicity is the mother of effectiveness.  To be effective you must be able to take 
simple, consistent, and committed action.  When you are clear about the “minimum effective 
dose” (80/20 rule applied) for getting things done, life becomes so much easier. 

Ritual #3:  Find the Minimum Effective Dose: In all 5 areas of your life (Health & Fitness, 
Career & Finance, Family & Relationships, Personal & Spiritual Growth, Rest & Recreation), seek to 
identify and optimize what is working, and eliminate what is not working.  

Keystone habit:  Self Awareness & Reflection.  Practice self observation without judgement. Pay 
attention to your attitudes and actions. Notice “what & who” adds value to your life and “what & who” 
adds drama, stress, and pain.  If it moves you forward optimize it (give it more of your energy and 
time), if it moves you back eliminate it (give it less of your energy and time).



Nothing of significance happens alone. We all 
need 360 degree accountability. It helps us stay 
true to executing on the things we want to 
accomplish and do. 

BIG CHALLENGE:  Allowing others to hold us to 
our word, even when it hurts. 

Key Idea:  Accountability allows our “best self” to 
take the lead in our life!

360 Accountability comes down to setting up context and conditions of 4 critical types of 
relationships so that key people know how to support you in each area of your life. 

Accountability is designed to help us, get out of our own way and stop shooting ourselves in the foot.  
It is there to support and affirm what matters most and what works best in our life. 

Ritual #3:  Get 360 Accountability: Surround yourself with people who won’t allow you to fail! 
 
Keystone habit:  Get a coach (someone who has gotten the results you desire) to speak into your 
life.  Get a Cheerleader (a peer who can encourage you to stay the course, when things get tough). 
Get a Constructive Critic (a peer who will point out what’s in your blind spot and where the gaps are 
in your idea or plan).  Get a Protege (someone who is willing to do “as you do” not just as you say).  
Remember, the fastest way to learn anything is to become responsible for helping someone else get 
results.



Being “READY” is overrated!  Remember: you 
always have everything you REALLY need in this 
moment to accomplish what you are REALLY 
called to DO at this time! 

BIG CHALLENGE:  I’m Not Ready Trap. 

Key Idea:  F.E.A.R stands for False Evidence 
Appearing Real!

Fear of failure and fear of success are the most common reasons smart and talented people 
cease to accomplish significant things! 

Fear of failure stems from the negative feeling of “not measuring up.” Don’t let “being good” ever 
stand in the way of you being great. Failure is never final when used to fertilize future success. Have 
a growth mindset and learn to fail fast.  Remember: those who fail the fastest, succeed the 
quickest! 

Fear of success stems from the negative feelings toward “responsibility.” Give into your greatness! 
Simply be willing to get great results for yourself and for others. 

Ritual #3:  Just Go With What You Know… 
and learn the rest along the way!

Keystone habit: Make the PROCESS the important goal. Get over your ego and the need to look 
good in front of people. Take action, analyze what doesn’t work, adapt your behavior for improved 
action.



Former world class athlete turned 
certified career & personal brand 
coach, and the creator of the 
Effectiveness Formula.  
 
Since 2002, in some form or 
another, I've been helping leaders 
create, launch, & scale profitable 
personal brands and businesses 
around their knowledge, passion, 
or expertise. You see, before 
anyone ever buys from you they 
must first buy into YOU! Let me 
quickly show you how using the 
Rapid Authority Formula! (click 
here for your FREE copy)

Hello, I’m Byron Davis




